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Abstract

In this work we present a conditional planning approach
based on new semantical notions which allow the gen-
eration of correct conditional plans in real and uncer-
tain domains. The planning algorithm which embodies
these original semantics is based on POP techniques and
it has a clear practical application: it can be seen as an
autonomous design process able to obtain conditional
plans which can be interpreted asclosed-loopcontrol
programs.

Introduction
It is well known that current work on planning under un-
certainty is mainly focused on the establishment of sound
planning models (Bonet & Geffner 2000; Cimatti & Roveri
1999; Geffner 1998; Rintanen 1999; Son & Baral 2001) and
fast planning algorithms (Weld, Anderson, & Smith 1998),
however it is also known that they lack of real applicability
(Wilkins 2001). Thus, a main conclusion of the last planning
conference was concerned with the necessity of developing
new approaches of planning under uncertainty with practical
application.

This call for practical planning approaches, in the con-
crete field of conditional planning, involves at least three
foundamental issues: (1) the development of planners which
deal with actions that do not always have certain outcomes,
and which assume that the state of the world will not al-
ways be completely known, (2) the development of plan-
ners which embody a model of actions expressive enough
for real applications, and (3) the development of semanti-
cal concepts in order to support a planning algorithm which
guarantees the quality of the results.

In this sense, this paper tackles the problem of practi-
cal planning in real and uncertain domains where several
agents exhibit a behavior which is affected by the existence
of sources of uncertainty, that is, logical or physical enti-
ties which supply information about the environment. Con-
cretely, we are interested in the field of software engineering
of sequential control programs for manufacturing systems,
one of the main topics in which planning community is in-
terested.
∗This work has been supported by the spanish government CI-

CYT under project TAP99-0535-C02-01.

A manufacturing system is composed of a set of devices
which may be seen as a set of agents acting in an uncertain
environment, whose behavior is conditioned by sensors, and
which must be globally coordinated in order to achieve a
common goal. That goal is a specification of a process on
products which has to be carried out by the agents, which
are coordinated by asequential control programthat guides
the operation of the system. Figure 1 shows an example
of a manufacturing system where we can find the following
agents:

A pump, P1, which transports water from the tankT1 to
the tank T2, and which requires that the valveV1 be
open. Additionally, there is a sensor,Slevel, used to in-
form about the level of water atT1. The sensor can be in
two possible states:on (T1 contains water) andoff (T1
is empty). The behavior ofP1 is restricted by the sensor
Slevel: whenSlevel is in the stateon, P1 turns on, and
whenSlevel is in the stateoff , it turns off.

A pump,P3, which transports chlorine from the tank TC to
T2, and which requires that the valveV3 be open.

Two pumps,P21 andP22, which transport soda from the
tank TS to T2. Both pumps require that the valveV2 be
open, but only one of them may be active. The sensor
Savble can be in two states (s1 or s2),and it is used to
decide what pump must be turned on.

The goal of this system is to obtain neutral pure water in
T2 (initially contained inT1). Additionally, the sensorSpH
(which can be in three possible states{n, a, b}) informs
whether the pH of the water contained inT2 is neutral (SpH
is in staten), acidic (SpH is in statea) or basic (SpH is in
stateb). Thus, the operation of the system must take into
account that if the pH of the water contained inT2 is acidic
then it will be necessary to add soda toT2, and if the pH is
basic then it will necessary to add chlorine.

In order to obtain a control program for this manufactur-
ing system, an expert follows a design process which re-
ceives as input the description of the system and a specifica-
tion of its operation. The result of this process is aclosed-
loop control program, that is, a sequence of actions to be
performed by the agents of the system, which take into ac-
count the information supplied by sensors, and which must
incorporate conditional structures (possibly nested) in order
to adequately describe the complex operation of the agents
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Figure 1: A manufacturing system for the neutralization of
pure water.

of the system.
In this sense, the design process of a reactive and robust

sequential control program is a problem that may be tack-
led within a planning with incomplete knowledge frame-
work, taking into account that the application of planning
techinques will require to obtain a complete solution by in-
corporating all the foreesable contingencies at running time.
However, we have to rule out some possible alternative ap-
proaches as, for example, interleaving planning an execution
(Koenig & Simmons 1998). The reason is that, in the context
of manufacturing systems, the use of an execution process
to improve a previously obtained incomplete plan might be
extremely harmful for the system operation. Therefore, the
best choose is a pure conditional planning approach.

In this context, previous work on planning applied to man-
ufacturing operation (Aylettet al. 1998; PLANET 2001;
Castillo, Fdez-Olivares, & González 2001a; 2001b) has
shown that classical partial order planning may be applied as
a successful technique for the autonomous design ofopen-
loop control sequences. However none of these approaches
assumes that the knowledge managed by a planner in a real
domain may be incomplete. This is a shortcoming that lim-
its the expressiveness of these approaches (that is, many real
problems cannot be represented), and reduces the quality of
their results (that is, the plans obtained cannot be conceived
as “real” control programs because they lack of conditional
structures).

Thus, the rest of this paper will be devoted to introduce
a conditional planning approach, based on POP techniques,
for real-world problem solving, with application to the au-
tonomous design of closed-loop sequential control programs
for manufacturing systems, and taking into account the fol-
lowing needs:

• The agents of a domain must be able to rapidly react to
detected changes produced in the environment (For ex-
ample, the pumpP1 must be turned off when the sensor
Slevel has been detected to be in the stateoff ).

• Agents must show a robust behavior, that is, they have
to reach the proposed goal no matter what contingencies
might be detected. (For example, the pH of the water must

be neutral, independently of the state which the sensor
SpH is in).

• Plans obtained must incorporate actions capable of ob-
taining information from the environment, and actions ca-
pable of making decisions in run-time. In addition, plans
must include (possibly nested) conditional structures in
order to be accepted by human experts.

The paper is organized as follows: first we will intro-
duce the knowledge representation (for domains, conditional
plans and problems) used in this approach, next we will de-
fine a semantics for conditional plans and, finally, we will
describe a conditional planning algorithm based in this se-
mantics able to obtain correct conditional plans.

Knowledge Representation
In this section we will firstly describe how to represent and
manage the incomplete knowledge originated by the exis-
tence of discrete sources of uncertainty in a domain that, in
our application example, corresponds to the layout of a man-
ufacturing system. Next we will introduce the knowledge
representation used to describe domains, actions, problems,
and plans.

Representing Incompleteness
In our approach we represent a source of uncertainty by
means of asensor. A sensorσ represents a discrete source
of uncertainty, and it is associated with a finite set ofpos-
sible stateswhich are represented as symbols (D(σ) =
{u1, . . . , un}). In real domains, sensors affect the behav-
ior of agents and, in the field of sequential control program-
ming, this influence is represented by means of discrete vari-
ables which can take different values at run-time. During the
design step of a control program, these variables are used
by experts to describe the reactive or conditional behavior
that, at running time, will be exhibited by the agents in a
manufacturing system. This kind of variables may be rep-
resented in a planning model as an special type of planning
variables calledrun-time variables, which have been used
as a way for dealing with incompleteness in previous ap-
proaches of planning under uncertainty (Etzioniet al. 1992;
Olawsky & Gini 1990; Olawsky, Krebsbach, & Gini 1995).

As other approaches do, we use run-time variables to rep-
resent that a source of uncertainty may affect the knowledge
of the planner, although in a slightly different way. Con-
cretely, a run-time variable!x is a variable which can be in-
stantiated with constant symbols (belonging to a finite and
discrete domainD(!x)), and which is associated with a sin-
gle sensorSensor(!x), in such a way that every possible value
of !x is associated with a single possible state ofσ.

The utility of a run-time variable is closely related with
its use in the knowledge representation based onliterals. In
the planning model we are introducing, a literall is repre-
sented as a tuple(Atom(l) . Rc(l)), whereAtom(l) is a predi-
cate (called the atom ofl) which may include run-time vari-
ables in its terms , andRc(l) is a set ofknowledge restric-
tions. A knowledge restriction is represented as a special
literal (KNOWN σ u), whereσ stands for a sensor andu
is one of its possible states. This extended syntax involves



some issues about the interpretation of a literal that we have
to clarify:

• First, the truth-value of a literall is the truth-value of
Atom(l), which may betrue, false or unknown.

• Second, the value that a run-time variable!x may take (at
running time) is unknown at planning time, and it always
depends on a possible state ofSensor(!x). Therefore, for a
given literall, if Atom(l) contains a run-time variable!x,
then the truth-value of a complete instantiation ofAtom(l)
is restricted by the sensorSensor(!x), in such a way that it
depends on aknowledge productioncaused by the detec-
tion of a state ofSensor(!x).

• Third, taking into account the previous point, the set
of knowledge restrictions of a literal allows to rep-
resent, at planning time, what sources of uncertainty
(sensors) affect its truth-value, that is, knowledge re-
strictions are used to represent acontext where a lit-
eral is known to be true or false. For examplel =
(p . ((KNOWN σ u)(KNOWN σ′ u′))) is interpreted as
“ l is true when it has been detected that, simultaneously,
σ is in the possible stateu, andσ′ is in the possible state
u′”, or in other words, “l is true in a context whereσ takes
the stateu andσ′ takes the stateu′”. Additionally, for a
given literal l, Rc(l) may take the value T, meaning that
there is no sensor which restricts the truth-value ofl1 , or
the valueNIL , meaning that the truth-value ofl cannot be
determined, representing an inconsistency.

• Finally, we have to say that not every set of restrictions
is a valid one. Concretely, T is a valid set of knowledge
restrictions,NIL is not a valid set, and a set of knowledge
restrictions which contains two restrictions which refer to
the same sensor is not a valid set (for example, the set
((KNOWN σ u1)(KNOWN σ u2)) is not a valid one).
Finally, a set of knowledge restrictions is valid when none
of these rules applies.

The representation of knowledge restrictions is inspired on
the concepts ofconditional contextandcontext labelsused
in (Peot & Smith 1992) and (Pryor & Collins 1996), and the
validity of a set of knowledge restrictions is similar to the
notion ofcontexts compatibilityintroduced in (Peot & Smith
1992). However, the model of actions of these known con-
ditional planning approaches is basicaly the classical model
of STRIPS, extended with sensing (or observe) actions. So,
though these approaches manage uncertainty, their action
representation is not expressive enough to face with prob-
lems in manufacturing domains. What is more, these mod-
els lack of a clear semantics that justify their planning algo-
rithms.

Thus, the representation of knowledge restrictions will al-
low the introduction of new semantical concepts which will
be the basis of a new conditional planning algorithm based
on POP techniques, able to obtain ready-to-use sequential
control programs. These new concepts will be based on
an unification algorithm for literals with knowledge restric-

1For operational purposes, we assume that T is included in any
set of restrictions

tions, which extends the classical unification algorithm, and
which we describe next.

Definition 1 Two literals,le and l, unify when their atoms
unify and the set union of their knowledge restrictions is
valid. In this case, the resulting literallu = Unify(le, l)
is a literal defined as follows:

Atom(lu) is the result of the classical unification ofAtom(le)
andAtom(l), extended for run-time variables (a run-time
variable may unify with a constant, or with a normal vari-
able which contains a single constant in its codesignation
constraints).

Rc(lu) is a set of knowledge restrictions which includes
Rc(le), Rc(l), and a newly generated setru of knowledge
restrictions. Every knowledge restriction(KNOWN σ u)
of ru is generated as result of the unification of a run-time
variable !x, such thatSensor(!x) = σ, with a constant
k ∈ D(!x), such thatu is a state ofσ associated with the
valuek. 2

((Ph water !ph). T)

((Ph water neutral). 
((KNOWN Savble s1)))

((Ph water neutral). 
((KNOWN Savble s1)
(KNOWN Sph n)))

Domain of !ph

Domain of Sph

neutral acidic basic

n a b

!ph
 unify with 

neutral

Figure 2: Unification of literals with knowledge restrictions.

Figure 2 shows an example of unification and, as can be
seen, when a run-time variable is instantiated by a constant,
the unification may lead to add new knowledge restrictions
in the resulting literal. This means that, in order to deter-
mine the truth-value of the resulting literal, it is required to
produce more knowledge than the one required to determine
the truth-value of the unified literals.

Domain and Plans representation
In our model a domain is represented as a set ofagentsand
a set ofsensors. Every sensorσ is associated with a set of
sensing actions. A sensing action is associated with a sin-
gle stateu of a sensorσ, and it is represented with a name
(denoted asWhen(σ u)) and with a set of effects. The ef-
fects of a sensing actionWhen(σ u) represent facts of the
world which are changed when a sensorσ is in the stateu
(See Figure 3). So, sensing actions are used to have access
to these facts.

On the other hand, every agentg is represented by means
of its properties (name, normal variables and run-time vari-
ables) and its behavior. The behavior is modeled as a finite
automaton in which everycausal actiona which is executed
by g contains a setReq(a) of literals, calledrequirements,
which must be solved in order to achieve a correct execution
of the action, and a set of effects,Efs(a), which include the
change of state produced bya over the agentg. In order to
achieve an adequate expressiveness for real-world planning,



Domain of Savble: {on, off}

When(Savble on)

(not ((Empty−tank T1) . T))

When(Savble off)

((Empty−tank T1) . T)

Domain of Sph: {n, a, b}
Case(Sph)

((Ph acidic) . 
((KNOWN Sph a)))

((Ph neutral) . 
((KNOWN Sph n)))

((Ph basic) . 
((KNOWN Sph b)))

Figure 3: Sensing and decide-actions.

the representation of causal actions embodies the following
features:

• Actions are considered as intervals, that is, every causal
action a of an agent g executes over an interval,
[a,End(a)], defined froma until the next change of state
of g, produced by another action,End(a), of g.

• There are four kind of requirements:previous(they must
be true before the action),simultaneous(they must be
true during the interval of an action),query(used to find
out facts before the action), and procedural (they must
be true after the action) (See (Castillo, Fdez-Olivares,
& González 2000; 2001a) for more details). Previous,
simultaneous, and procedural requirements can only be
solved by causal actions, but query requirements may be
solved by causal or sensing actions.

• Every actiona contains a set of knowledge restrictions,
Rc(a), which represent the context whicha can be exe-
cuted in (that is, the execution of an action may be af-
fected by some states of the sensors in the domain).

• The effects of a causal action may contain literals with
run-time variables. This means that, as a literal with run-
time variables cannot be known at planning time, every
action which contains run-time variables in its effects is
a non-deterministic action. Additionally, in this work we
assume, for simplicity purposes, that requirements do not
contain run-time variables, which only one literal with
run-time variables is allowed in the effects of a causal ac-
tion, and which this literal can only contain one run-time
variable.

The action model also includes another kind of actions
calleddecide-actions. A decide action is associated with a
single sensorσ, and it is represented with a name (denoted as
Case(σ)) and with a set ofpossible effectsEfs(Case(σ)) =
{PEfu1

, . . . ,PEfun} ({u1, . . . , un} are the possible states of
σ). Every possible effectPEfui is a set of literals with knowl-
edge restrictions, representing a causal transformation of the
world in case ofσ is in the possible stateui (See Figure
3). Decide-actions are used at running time to make de-
cisions about which course of actions must be followed,
and, at planning time, they are automatically generated to
represent the different outcomes of the execution of a non-
deterministic action. This process will be described later,
next we will describe how problems and plans are repre-
sented.

Definition 2 A problem is represented as a tupleP =
〈D, I,O〉 whereD is a domain,O is a set of (possibly or-
dered) literals which represent the high level goal, andI is
a set of literals which represent an incomplete initial state.
Every literal l in the initial state can be initially true, false
or unknown, in such a way that:

• l is initially true if l ∈ I and l does not contain run-time
variables.
• l is initially unknown if some of the following conditions

holds:
i) l or (not l) belongs to the effects of some sensing-

action of the domain.
ii) l or (not l) ∈ I and it contains run-time variables.
• l is initially false if some of the following conditions

holds:
i) (not l) ∈ I andl does not contain run-time variables.

ii) l 6∈ I andl is not initially unknown. 2

Definition 3 A conditional plan is represented
as a tuple Π = 〈Ac, Awhen, Acase, <〉 where
Ac(Π), Awhen(Π), Acase(Π) stand for a set of causal,
sensing and decide actions, respectively, and< stands for
a partial order relation between them. A conditional plan
contains two dummy causal actions:a0, the first action of a
conditional plan, which is a non-deterministic action whose
effects encode the incomplete initial state2, and a∞, the
last action of any conditional plan and whose requirements
encode the goal. 2

Semantics
This section is centered on the study of which conditions
have to be accomplished for a conditional plan to be correct.
Intuitively, a conditional plan it said to be correct if every
action in the plan is executable, the execution of the plan
allows to reach the goal of the problem, and there are no
conflicts between the actions of the plan.

Firstly, we have to say that sensing actions do not contain
requirements because their execution depends on a sensor
to be in a possible state, which is a non-foreseeable event.
However, when a sensing actionWhen(σ u) executes, its
effects are known to be true, and it is also known that the
sensorσ is in the stateu. Thus, sensing actions will be used
to satisfy knowledge needs, which will be represented in the
query requirements of causal actions.

On the other hand the execution of a decide-action
Case(σ) can be interpreted has the simultaneous execution
of all the sensing actions associated withσ, which means
that the uncertainty about the current state ofσ is eliminated
after a decide-action. The utility of decide-actions will be
detailed later.

Thus, in this approach the executability conditions of
sensing and decide actions are not a subject to be studied,
so, next section will be centered on the study of the exe-
cutability conditions of a causal action in a conditional plan,
and how can we interpret the execution of deterministic and

2It is allowed for the effects of the special actiona0 to contain
more than one literal with run-time variables



non-deterministic actions. Afterwards, we will introduce the
semantical concepts which will allow to accomplish these
conditions by means of literal satisfaction, and we will de-
scribe the causal structure of a conditional plan. This will
finally lead to a definition of correct conditional plan.

Executability conditions
Definition 4 We will say that a causal actiona, such that
Rc(a) = r, is executable when the following conditions
hold:

i) Their requirements are true.
ii) ∀l ∈ Req(a),Rc(l) = r ∨ Rc(l) = T. 2

This definition establishes that every requirement of an ex-
ecutable action may either be true in the same context in
which the action can be executed, or be true in all possible
contexts (that is, when its set of knowledge restrictions is
equal to T). Additionally, we have to define what we con-
sider to be a correct execution of an action.

Definition 5 We will say that the execution of an exe-
cutable and deterministic action is correct when∀le ∈
Efs(a),Rc(le) = Rc(a). 2

That is, if a deterministic action executes in a contextRc(a),
then its effects are true in the same context.

However, this definition does not apply for non-
deterministic actions. The effects of this kind of actions
contain run-time variables, meaning that some literals of the
effects of a non-deterministic action will be true in differ-
ent contexts. Therefore, the truth-value of these literals can
only be determined at running time but, at planning time,
we can make use of decide-actions in order to represent
the possible transformations produced by the execution of
a non-deterministic action. This will be done by associating
decide-actions to non-deterministic actions, in such a way
that the effects of a decide-action will be used to represent
the different outcomes of a non-deterministic action.

In this sense, for every literal in the effects of a non-
deterministic actiona, containing a run-time variable!x
such thatSensor(!x) = σ, will be associated a decide-action
Case(σ) to a (See Figure 4). This leads to define a pro-
cess which allows to automatically generate decide-actions
within a conditional plan.

Definition 6 Let a be a non-deterministic action, such that
Efs(a) contains a literall with a run-time variable !x. When
a is included in a conditional plan, a decide-action is gen-
erated in that plan according to the following function:

GenDec(a, !x)
Let l be the literal ofEfs(a) which contains !x
Letσ = Sensor(!x)
FOR EACH ki ∈ D(!x)

Letui be the associated state ofσ with ki
Letpi represent the atom ofl where !x is unified withki
Let PEfui(Case(σ)) = {(pi . Rc(l) ∪ ((KNOWN σ ui)))}

Let Efs(Case(σ)) =
⋃
ui

PEfui(Case(σ))
RETUN Case(σ)

Domain of Sph: {n, a, b}

Case(Sph)

((Ph acidic) . 
((KNOWN Sph a)))

((Ph neutral) . 
((KNOWN Sph n)))

((Ph basic) . 
((KNOWN Sph b)))

((Ph !x) . T)

a

((l1 . T) ... (ln . T)

a

((l1 . T) ... (ln . T)

Figure 4: A decide action associated to a causal action.

Additionally, the possible effects ofGenDec(a, !x) become
effects ofa. 2

The generation of decide-actions will support the represen-
tation, in a single conditional plan, of different sequences of
actions executed in different contexts, which can be seen as
conditional branches. However, the existence of a decide-
action in a conditional plan is not sufficient to create dif-
ferent conditional branches. The creation of conditional
branches will be discussed in the next section, where we will
introduce how to accomplish the executability conditions of
causal actions (deterministic or not) when different execu-
tion contexts are represented in a conditional plan.

Different modes of satisfaction
In classical POP, a literall in the requirements of an actiona,
included in a plan, may become true if there is another pre-
vious actionb which satisfiesl, that is, if this action contains
a literal le in its effects which unifies withl. The process
followed by our approach to determine the truth-value of the
requirements of an action is also based on literal satisfac-
tion. However, the new features of the unification algorithm
described above lead to distinguish between different modes
of satisfaction (See Figure 5), taking into account whether
the unification generates new knowledge restrictions or not.

a

((le . T)

Rc(Unify(le,l))=T

(l . T)

Classical

b

a

(

Rc(Unify(le,l))=Rc(l)

(l . (kr1 kr2))

Circumscribed

b

a

(

Rc(Unify(le,l))⊃Rc(l)

(l . (kr1))

Possible

b

(le . (kr1)) (le . (kr1 kr2))

Figure 5: Different modes of satisfaction.



Definition 7 Let b be a causal action with a literall in its
requirements, and leta be an action (of any kind) which
contains a literalle in its effects which unifies withl, such
that a < b (if the requirement is procedural we consider
b < a). The unification ofle andl may lead to the following
cases:

Rc(Unify(le, l)) = T: this is the case of classical satisfac-

tion (noted asa
Sat−→l).

Rc(Unify(le, l)) 6= T and Rc(Unify(le, l)) = Rc(l): this
case will be referred to as circumscribed satisfaction

(noted asa
CSat−→l).

Rc(Unify(le, l) ⊃ Rc(l): this case will be referred to as
possible satisfaction supplying a set of knowledge restric-
tions defined asra = Rc(Unify(le, l) − Rc(l). (noted as

a
PSat−→[l, ra]). 2

In the following, we will describe how these modes of
satisfaction affect to the accomplishment of the executability
conditions of a causal action.

Whena
CSat−→l holds, for some actiona and some literall

of the requirements of an actionb, we have to take into ac-
count two possible cases:Rc(a) = Rc(l) or Rc(a) ∈ Rc(l).
The first case is consistent with Definitions 4 and 5, but the
second one violates the definition of correct execution for
the actiona , becauseb requiresa to be executable in the
contextRc(l), anda is known to be executable in a differ-
ent context. So, in order to guarantee the accomplishment
of Definition 5, it will be necessary topropagate backwards
(backto the actiona, its requirements and effects) a set of
knowledge restrictions, following a process defined as fol-
lows:

Definition 8 Let a and b be two causal actions such that
a

CSat−→l holds, for some requirementl of b. The backward
propagation of knowledge restrictions fromb to a is defined
by the following rule:

BckProp(a, l)
IF Rc(a) ⊂ Rc(l)
THEN FOR EACH l ∈ Req(a) ∪ Efs(a)

ASSIGNRc(l) = Rc(l) ∪ Rc(b)− Rc(a)
ASSIGNRc(a) = Rc(a) ∪ (Rc(b)− Rc(a))

RETURN a

2

With respect to the case of a possible satisfaction, it is im-

portant to note that whena
PSat−→[l, ra] holds, for some action

a and for some literall of the requirements of an actionb, the
Definition 4 is violated (because a requirement ofbwould be
true in a context different fromRc(b)). In this case, in order
to guarantee the executability conditions ofb, there are two
alternatives: to assume thatl can either be true in the context
Rc(l) ∪ ra, or be necessarily true in the contextRc(l).

In the first case, the executability conditions ofb can be
accomplished by means of a process whichpropagate for-
wards(toward the actionb, its requirements and effects) the
set of restrictionsra. However, this propagation cannot be

applied in any case. Concretely, if the literal satisfied is con-
tained in the main goal, orb is a non-deterministic action
whose effects contain a literallj , such thatRc(lj) ∪ ra is
not valid, then forward propagation does not apply. This is
defined in the following rule.

Definition 9 Let a and b be two causal actions such that
a

PSat−→[l, ra] holds, for some requirementl of b. The forward
propagation of the knowledge restrictions setra, froma to-
wardsb, is defined by the following rule:

FwProp(a, l, b, ra)
IF l is a goal literal or
b is a non-deterministic action such that
∃lk ∈ Efs(b),Rc(lk) ∪ ra is not valid

THEN RETURNFAIL
ELSE FOR EACHl ∈ Req(b) ∪ Efs(b)

ASSIGNRc(l) = Rc(l) ∪ ra
ASSIGNRc(b) = Rc(b) ∪ ra

RETURN a

2

It is necessary to remark that, indeed, forward propagation
can be recursively applied through the causal structure of a
conditional plan. This recursive process will be described in
the next section.

In the case ofa
PSat−→[l, ra] holds, for a literall = (p . r),

and forward propagation cannot be applied, it is interpreted
that l must be necessarily true in the contextr. This leads
to define a new mode of literal satisfaction which will be
referred to asnecessary satisfaction. This concept will be
defined just after we have described how to represent that
a literal l must be necessarily true in a contextr when

a
PSat−→[l, ra] holds (See Figure 6), by means of the concept

of conditional expansion.

Definition 10 Let a and b be two causal actions such that
a

PSat−→[l, ra] holds, for some literall of the requirements ofb.
The conditional expansion ofl with respect to the knowledge
restrictions setra, is a set of literals defined by de following
function:

C-exp(l, ra)
IF ra = {∅} THEN RETURN{l}
IF ra = ((KNOWN σ u)))
THEN LetC = {∅}

FOR EACHui ∈ D(σ)
IF Rc(l) ∪ ((KNOWN σ ui)) is valid
THEN LetC = C∪{(Atom(l) . Rc(l)∪

((KNOWN σ ui)))}
RETURNC

ELSE Let r = (KNOWN σ u)) (extracted fromra)
LetC = {∅}
FOR EACHui ∈ E(σ)

IF Rc(l) ∪ ((KNOWN σ ui)) is valid
THEN LetC = C ∪ C-exp((Atom(l) . Rc(l)∪
((KNOWN σ ui))), ra − r)

RETURNC

2



aCase(Sph)

((PH neutral) .
 ((KNOWN SpH n)))

((PH  basic) . 
((KNOWN SpH b)))

((PH  acidic) . 
((KNOWN SpH a))

end

((PH  neutral) . T)

((PH  neutral) .
 ((KNOWN SpH n)))

((PH  neutral) . 
((KNOWN SpH b)))

((PH  neutral) . 
((KNOWN SpH a)))

aCase(Sph)

((PH neutral) .
 ((KNOWN SpH n)))

((PH  basic) . 
((KNOWN SpH b)))

((PH  acidic) . 
((KNOWN SpH a))

end

((PH  neutral) . T)

a Psat ((PH neutral) . T) w ith ra=((KNO WN SpH n))

Figure 6: Conditional expansion of a literal with respect to
ra.

That is, the conditional expansion of a literall, with respect
to ra is a set of literals that allow to represent thatl must
be true in the contextRc(l) ∪ ra, and in any other possible
contextRc(l) ∪ ri, whereri stands for a valid combination
of the possible states of the sensors included inra (See Fig-
ure 6). The conditional expansion of a literal is the basis
of the concept of necessary satisfaction which is defined as
follows:

Definition 11 Let a and b be two causal actions such that

a
PSat−→[l, ra] holds for some literal in the requirements ofb.

We will say whichl is necessarily satisfied in a conditional

plan Π (noted asΠ NSat−→ [l, a]) when∀lc ∈ C-exp(l, ra),

∃ac ∈ Ac(Π), such thatac
CSat−→lc holds. 2

That is, a literal is necessarily satisfied in a conditional plan
when the literals of its conditional expansion are satisfied in
a circumscribed mode. In addition, it is worth noting that
this mode of satisfaction will allow to generate, in a condi-
tional plan, by means of the regression of the literals of a
conditional expansion, sequences of actions which will sat-
isfy (in a circumscribed mode) every literal ofC-exp(l, a),
for some literall and some actiona which satisfiesl in a
possible mode. The actions of these sequences will be ex-
ecuted in different contexts and, so, we can conclude that
the conditional expansion of a literall will allow to create
conditional branches within a conditional plan.

Finally, we can redefine the conditions under a causal ac-
tion is considered to be executable, in terms of the modes of
satisfaction previously introduced.

Definition 12 A causal action is executable if its previous,
simultaneous, and procedural requirements are satisfied in
a circumscribed or necessary mode, and its query require-
ments are satisfied in a circumscribed mode.

Different kinds of causal links

In the previous section we have shown that the requirements
of a causal action may be satisfied in different modes by
different kinds of actions. This means that, in addition to
causal links, the causal structure of a conditional plan em-
bodies different kinds of causal dependencies. These kinds
are the following ones:

• Causal link, noted as[a l→b, c], which represents that a
requirementl of an actionb has been satisfied in a cir-
cumscribed or classical mode by a causal actiona, and
which has to be protected during the actions interval[a, c]
(if l is a previous or query requirementc = b, and if l is
simultaneousc = End(b)).

• Detection link, noted asD[a l→b], which represents that
a query requirementl of b has been satisfied in a circum-
scribed or classical mode by a sensing actiona, and which
has to be protected during the actions interval[a, b].

• Possible link, noted asP[a l→ln, b, c]. which represents
that literalln which belongs to the conditional expansion
of a previous, simultaneous, or procedural requirementln
of an actionb, has been satisfied in a circumscribed mode,
and which has to be protected during the actions interval
[a, c].

These kinds of causal dependencies are mainly used to
detect threats between actions in a conditional plan. The
threats management is similar to the one followed in classi-
cal POP, although it is necessary to note that it is extended to
incorporate the notion of actions interval and the representa-
tion of literals here presented. In order to define the concept
of threat, it is necessary to know that an actiona′ (of any
kind) negates the literall when there is a literall′ ∈ Efs(a)
such thatAtom(l′) negatesAtom(l) andRc(l′)∪Rc(l) is valid.

Thus, we can define the following types of threats:

• A causal actiona′ threatens a causal link[a l→b, c] (or

a possible linkP[a l→ln, b, c]) whena′ negatesl and the
interval [a, c] is unordered with respect to the interval
[a′,End(a′)].

• A sensing actiona′ threatens a detection linkD[a l→b]
whena′ negatesl and the interval[a, b] is unordered with
respect toa′.

Detection links, and the threats management for these
links, allow to introduce order constraints between sensing
actions, meaning that it is possible to describe a correct re-
active behaviour for the agents of a domain.



On the other hand, causal and possible links allow to
support a recursive forward propagation of knowledge re-
strictions, based on the forward propagation rule above de-
fined (Definition 9). This recursive process starts when

a
PSat−→[l, ra] holds for some actiona and some requirement
l of another actionb, andra are propagated towardsb.

In this case, the causal dependencies (causal or possible
links) which are produced byb must be revised, because
the context ofb has changed, and it is possible that the ex-
ecutabilty conditions of every action supported byb would
be violated. Therefore, in order to guarantee the correct ex-
ecution of every actionab supported byb, it will be neces-
sary to test whether these conditions have to be updated or
not, that is, whetherra must be propagated towardsab. This
lead to a “test-and-propagate” recursive process, through the
causal structure of a conditional plan, which ends when the
supported action isa∞ or ra cannot be propagated forward.
This process is described in the following definition.

Definition 13 Let a and b be two causal actions such that

a
PSat−→[l, ra] holds, for some literall in the requirements of
b. Letcl a causal or possible link which represents a causal
dependence betweena andb. The recursive propagation of
ra, fromvc and through the causal structure of a conditional
plan, is defined by the following function:

R-FwProp(vc, ra)
Leta, b andl be theproducer action, consumer action and

the literal ofvc, respectively
IF vc is not a possible link
THEN IF b = a∞ THEN RETURN{vc}

ELSE IF FwProp(a, l, b, ra) does not apply
THEN IF ra ∪ Rc(b) is not valid

THEN RETURNFAIL
ELSE RETURN{vc}

ELSE LetV C = {vc} be a set of links
FOR EACH link vcb such thatb is its producer

stop-prop =FwProp(vcb, ra)
IF stop-prop = FAILRETURN FAIL
ELSEV C = V C∪ stop-prop

RETURNV C
ELSE RETURN{vc}2

The functionR-FwProp(vc, ra) returns a set of causal
or possible links which contains those causal dependencies
where forward propagation cannot be applied. Thus, every
link returned can be seen as the representation of a possible
satisfaction where it is not possible to propagate forwards.
If during the recursive propagation a not valid set of knowl-
edge restrictions is found, the function will return a general
fail, which means that the forward propagation through the
causal structure will not lead to obtain a correct plan. This
function will be very useful in the conditional planning algo-
rithm wich will be introduced in the next section. However,
previously we have to establish the conditions under a con-
ditional plan is considered to be correct.

Definition 14 A conditional planΠ, constructed to solve
a planning problemP = 〈D, I,O〉 is correct when every
causal action inΠ is executable, every literal inO is satis-
fied in a circumscribed or necessary mode by any executable

SolveSubGoal(l, a,Π)
Let b be the action such thatl ∈ Req(b).
Let c be the actionEnd(b), if l is a simultaneous requirement, or

the actionb, if l is a previous requirement
IF a is a new action
THEN Inserta in Π

IF a is a non-deterministic action
THEN InsertGenDec(a, !x) in Π

CASE a
CSat−→ l

IF l is a query requirement anda is a sensing-action

THEN InsertD[a
l→b]

ELSEIF l belongs to the conditional expansion of some literalln

THEN InsertP[a
l→ln, b, c] in Π andBckProp(a, l)

ELSE Insert[a
l→b, c] in Π andBckProp(a, l)

CASE a
PSat−→ [l, ra]

IF l belongs to the conditional expansion of some literalln

THEN InsertP[a
l→ln, b, c] in Π

stop-prop ={P[a
l→ln, b, c]}

ELSE Insert[a
l→b, c] in Π

stop-prop =R-FwProp([a
l→b, c], ra)

IF stop-prop = FAILRETURN FAIL
FOR EACHvc in stop-prop

Insert the refinement task “Conditional Branchingvc, ra”

Figure 7: Algorithm for solving an unsolved goal flaw.

action ofΠ, and there are no threats between the actions in-
tervals ofΠ. 2

In the next section we will describe an algorithm able to ob-
tain correct conditional plans according to this definition.

Planning algortithm
The previously defined notions have been incorporated into
the partial order algorithm described in (Castillo, Fdez-
Olivares, & González 2001a; 2000) resulting in a new con-
ditional planning algorithm (called ADVICE ), capable of
constructing correct conditional plans, in the terms defined
above, which can be interpreted asclosed-loopcontrol pro-
grams. Thus, ADVICE is based on a planning algorithm
which generates a conditional plan by the successive appli-
cation of refinement operations on a partially constructed
conditional plan. These operations are carried out when, in
the partially constructed conditional plan, it appears any of
the following flaws:

• Threats. ADVICE solves the different types of threats
defined above by demotion or promotion of actions inter-
vals (See (Castillo, Fdez-Olivares, & González 2001a) for
more details).

• Unsolved subgoals. Subgoals are solved following the al-
gorithm shown in Figure 7. A literal which represents
an unsolved subgoal may be satisfied by a non instatiated
causal action or by an action included in the conditional
plan in construction (if the literal represents a query re-
quirement, the action may be a sensing action). In the first



MakeBranch(vc, ra,Π)

IF vc is a causal link[a
l→b, c]

THEN Insert the literals ofC-exp(l, ra) as new subgoals inΠ

IF vc is a possible linkP[a
l→ln, b, c]

THEN Non deterministally chosse a literall′ from the set{l, ln}
Insert the literals ofC-exp(l′, ra) as new subgoals inΠ

Figure 8: Algorithm for conditional branch creation.

case, ADVICE inserts the action, associating a decide-
action in case of the action is non-deterministic. If the
literal is satisfied in a circumscribed mode, a backward
propagation of knowledge constraints is performed. Then,
if the literal belongs to the conditional exansion of an-
other requirement, a possible link is inserted, otherwise, a
causal link is inserted (if the literal is a query requirement
satisfied by a sensing action, a detection link is inserted).
On the other hand, if the literal is satisfied in a possible
mode (we assume that query requirements cannot be sat-
isfied in a possible mode), causal and possible links are
inserted as in the previous case , and a recursive forward
propagation process is performed (we assume that knowl-
edge restrictions cannot be propagated towards the literals
of a conditional expansion). If this process returns a fail,
it is interpreted that the subgoal cannot be solved by the
action being used, otherwise, every causal or possible link
returned by this process will be considered as a new flaw
of type “Conditional-Branching”.

• Conditional branching. This new type of flaw raises when
the forward propagation process cannot be applied on a
causal or possible link. We have introduced above that
every link returned by this process represents a possible
satisfaction where it is not possible to propagate forwards.
Therefore, according to Definitions 10 and 11, this flaw
can be solved by means of a conditional expansion (See
Figure 8). Thus, the introduction of the literal of the a
conditional expansion as unsolved subgoals, will allow
to guarantee that a literal can be satisfied in a necessary
mode by the creation of different conditional branches. In
addition, as can be seen in Figure 8, it is not possible to

determine, in a possible linkP[a l→ln, b, c], which literal
must be conditionally expanded (l or ln). In this case, the
flaw can be solved by means of two alternatives.

Figure 9 shows the conditional plan generated by AD-
VICE which solves the manufacturing problem described in
the introduction of this paper. The plan represents correctly
the required behaviour:

• The pumpP1 and the valveV1 react to the information
supplied by the sensorSlevel, in such a way that they turn
off whenSlevel is in the stateoff .

• On the other hand, the actions of the agentsV2, V3, P21,
P22, andP3, are conditionally structured in such a way
that these agents show a robust behavior which allows to
obtain a neutral pH. In addition, the plan contains nested
conditional branches (which may be discover by means of

the recursive propagation process defined above) to repre-
sent the alternative operation of the agentsP21 andP22.

As can be seen in this example, ADVICE satisfies the
needs formerly established in the introduction of this work.

START

Case(SpH)

On(P1)

Open(V1)

Off(P1)

Shut(V1)

On(P3)
((KNOWN SpH a))

Open(V3)
((KNOWN SpH a))

Off(P3)
((KNOWN SpH a))

Shut(V3)
((KNOWN SpH a))

On(P21)
((KNOWN SpH b)

(KNOWN Savbe 1))

Open(V2)
((KNOWN SpH b))

Off(P21)
((KNOWN SpH b)

(KNOWN Savbe 1))

Shut(V2)
((KNOWN SpH b))

END

When
(Slevel on)

When
(Slevel off)

Case(Savble)

On(P22)
((KNOWN SpH b)

(KNOWN Savbe 2))

Off(P22)
((KNOWN SpH b)

(KNOWN Savbe 2))

Figure 9: A conditional plan for the problem formerly intro-
duced.

Conclusions
In this work we have presented a conditional planning ap-
proach based on an expressive model of actions, and on
new semantical notions which allow to generate correct con-
ditional plans, in real and uncertain domains. The plan-
ning algorithm which embodies these original semantics can
be seen as an autonomous design process able to obtain
conditional plans, which can be interpreted as ready-to-use
closed-loopcontrol programs.

Taking into account the planning process and the plans
obtained, ADVICE can be seen as a step forward in the field
of planning applied to software engineering, overwhelming
the main shortcomings (concerned with incomplete knowl-
edge management and plan quality) of current planning ap-
proaches to manufacturing systems operation. It must also
be said that ADVICE has been extensively used for the au-
tomatic synthesis of closed-loop control programs. This ex-
perimentation is being carried out in close collaboration with
experts on industrial domains within a research project, and
it will appear in other paper in preparation.

On the other hand, appart from the semantical concepts
presented, one of the main advantages of this approach is



that it embodies a more expressive model of actions than the
one used in other conditional planning approaches, allowing
to obtain conditional plans with nested conditional struc-
tures. That is, as opposite to other POP approaches which
assume incomplete knowledge (Pryor & Collins 1996; Et-
zioni et al. 1992), the representation of a plan obtained
by ADVICE is a DAG and not a tree (Weld, Anderson, &
Smith 1998), a characteristic that needs to be incorporated
into any plan intended to be useful and understandable for
human experts.

Our current research is currently focused on the inte-
gration of this conditional planning approach with the hy-
brid planning model (which mixes hierarchical planning and
POP, but which assumes complete knowledge) described in
(Castillo, Fdez-Olivares, & González 2001b)). This will
lead to develop a planning system able to obtain hierarchical
and conditional plans which could be interpreted as hierar-
chical and conditional control programs. We think that such
as system will be extremely helpful to the experts on indus-
trial automation.
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